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South Street Application - WD/2018/1508/MAO
We, the Steering Group of the Village Concerns Action Group, represent the
views of 114 supporters from our community and we object to Planning
Application WD/2018/1508/MAO.
This application disregards the Emerging Wealden Local Plan to which it
does not conform. It claims to have local support and the support of the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group neither of which is true. It proposes
houses that this community does not need and cannot sustain. There is no
space in the school, no local jobs and this would force further congestion
onto the A22 and add to the pollution of the Lewes Downs and Ashdown
Forest SACs.
Failure to Comply with National Policy Planning Framework (NPPF) and
Emerging Wealden Local Plan
It is apparent that the Emerging Local Plan has been written to comply with
NPPF 2012 but it is understood that when planning applications are
considered that the new NPPF 2018 will be applied. This objection therefore
refers to both versions of the NPPF.
There are many reasons that this Application should be rejected but primarily
this should be that it blatantly disregards the Emerging Wealden Local Plan
and contradicts the direction of both the NPPF 2012 and NPPF 2018 to
provide sustainable development.
The Emerging Wealden Local Plan is dismissed in this Application as having
little or no weight. It fails to consider the Development Boundary that
excludes the Application Site. It fails to acknowledge the Emerging Wealden
Plan policies on protecting the vulnerable Lewes Downs Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) and Ashdown Forest SAC. It ignores the transport
modelling done to support the Habitat Regulations Assessment that gives
very clear direction that the “in combination eﬀect” of all additional vehicle

movements will have on the SACs. It exceeds the Windfall Allowance that
has been modelled for this Middle Super Output Area (MSOA) 13 South.
This was published in the Draft Wealden Local Plan as 66 with 18
Completions and Commitments since the beginning of the Plan period
already reducing it to 48. Since the publication of these figures, a further 27
Completions and Commitments have reduced this remaining 48 by a further
27 to leave a remaining Windfall Allowance of 21 for MSOA 13 South. This
single Application exceeds this allowance by 53.
Paragraphs 196 to 198 of NPPF 2012 and Paragraph 48 of NPPF 2018 are
very clear that “Local Planning Authorities may give weight to relevant
policies in emerging plans and the more advanced its preparation, the
greater the weight that may be given”. Wealden have stated that the
Emerging Plan has limited weight and is a material consideration in any
Planning Decision. It indicates a direction of travel.
The proposal to build 74 homes in East Hoathly is not sustainable and would
cause demonstrable harm under Paragraph 14 of NPPF 2012 and Paragraph
11 of NPPF 2018 as it exceeds the safely modelled Windfall Allowance.
Paragraph 72 of NPPF 2012 and Paragraph 94 of NPPF 2018 directs that
suﬃcient school places should be available. The closest schools are already
full and the developer has not shown where the new residents would find
places. In addition, Paragraph 38 of NPPF 2012 directs that residents of
new developments should be able to walk to school. This will not be
possible as their are no school places in the village.
Paragraph 29 of NPPF 2012 and Paragraph 103 of NPPF 2018 directs that
new developments should limit the need to travel. There are no local school
places, no adequate local facilities and no local jobs. All residents would
therefore be forced to travel for school, employment, shopping and leisure.
Paragraphs 56 to 58 of NPPF 2012 and Paragraph 127 of NPPF 2018 directs
that developments are “visually attractive as a result of good
architecture….and eﬀective landscaping” and “are sympathetic to local
character and history”. This Application is neither attractive nor sympathetic,
it is a dense commuter cul-de-sac that does not reflect the adjacent existing
housing.
Faults in the Application Form
It proposes connection to the existing sewer but the Sewage Works are
close to capacity and Southern Water provide no detail to show that they
can accept the additional load.

It states that surface water will be stored but then discharged into the
existing watercourse. As this watercourse passes through a water treatment
works this would be particularly vulnerable to flooding and no assessment is
made of this.
The application states that the breakdown of 74 homes is: 48 market, 21
social and 5 intermediate. However, the use of the term ”social” is
meaningless. The applicant should state clearly if these are to be Social
Rented Homes owned by the local authority, or Aﬀordable Homes that are
cheaper than Market Homes but eﬀectively are the same as they go into the
open market and are lost to the future needs of the community. The most
useful form of housing for an isolated rural parish is Community Owned
Rented Housing as part of a Community Land Trust. This Application
proposes none of this. If the 21 “social homes” are in fact aﬀordable homes
then the wording of the Application should be changed.
Road Safety Audit
The access plan from South Street seems sound. However, the road widths
are standard and as usual do not permit 2 large vehicles to pass each other
inside the development. As parking provision is only to the minimum
requirement there will be on road parking and this will make access for large
vehicles problematic - as it is on every other modern development. The
developer should be made to provide a workable development rather than
just meet the minimum requirements.
The Audit proposes that South Street and the footpath is resurfaced in order
to avoid vehicle and pedestrian accidents. It should be a condition on any
permission that this would be paid for by the developer if permission is
granted
Air Quality Assessment
At Paragraph 2.15 it refers to Wealden’s policy regarding protection of the
Ashdown Forest SAC but not the Lewes Downs or Pevensy Levels SACs.
This is indicative of the refusal to accept that the Emerging Wealden Local
Plan 2018 has any importance. It makes no mention of the Emerging
Wealden Local Plan transport modelling so ignores the fact that only 48
homes are acceptable within the transport modelling. Thus failing to
acknowledge that 74 homes would add an unacceptable level of air pollution
to the Ashdown Forest and Lewes Downs SACs.
A section on Emissions Cost - Paragraphs 6.6 to 6.8 calculates a charge on
the developer of £14,999 to be used for various matters such as electric
vehicle schemes, car clubs and bike hire schemes. This is devalued by the

belief that it is credible to travel by cycle on the A22 to Uckfield during peak
periods. It is not considered credible or safe to ride to Uckfield and many
other local towns during the rush hour.
Flood Risk Assessment
Paragraph 2.15 includes an extract from the Wealden letter of 29 Nov 2016
that gives advice on the proposed development. It states that the developer
would have to “show that the oﬀ-site downstream watercourses can
accommodate the flows from the site and identify any works needed on third
party land”. It is not clear that they have done this. The proposed
attenuation pond discharges into the stream on the Eastern boundary and
then runs through the Sewage Works into the tributaries of the River
Cuckmere. The Assessment makes no mention of the Sewage Works or its
potential vulnerability to a flooded stream. It fails to consider the eﬀect on
the ancient woodland through which the streams flow. This should be
specifically addressed.
The Assessment fails to identify the diﬀerence between run-oﬀ from a
greenfield site to that of a housing development. Run-oﬀ from a housing
development contains a high level of pollution from vehicle spills and
roadway detritus, car washing, garden chemicals, refuse area spills, window
cleaning chemicals and the general impact of human activity. All of this
pollution washes into the Attenuation pond and thence into the watercourse.
This Application proposes that 52% of the site is hard landscaped and that
means a huge increase of impermeable surfaces and hence a much
increased run-oﬀ and flood risk. The Assessment supposedly calculates this
increase but, based on other inaccuracies in their work, we have our doubts.
At Paragraph 3.3 they show a map with the wrong site and at 4.31 that the
Maintenance and Management of any adopted sewer will be by Anglian
Water. This sloppiness does not give us confidence that they have got their
calculations right.
Appendix D states that the main street of the development is aligned along
the corridor for the existing sewer. A comparison of the map showing the
existing sewer makes it quite clear that this is not correct. They have used
an out of date site plan for their assessment. The same is true of all
preceding site plans - none of the previous site plans have had a street that
follows the line of the existing sewer. The point is that the sewer would need
to be replaced because it is too shallow to allow the development on top of
it. Also it needs to be accessible for maintenance and therefore needs to
follow the roads so that it could be dug up in the future. They have not
sought to cost this extra expense or approach Southern Water about it. This
is the Sewage pipe for the whole village and we believe that a detailed

scheme of the proposed works should be done so that the disruption is
known to the community before the application is considered.
Design and Access Statement
The Statement of Purpose is disingenuous. It makes it sound as if they are
being wonderful in oﬀering us this opportunity for housing whilst the reality is
that they are proposing a development that is hard up against the
development restrictions imposed on them by Wealden and more
importantly, is not needed or wanted in this community. An example of this
is the phrase “One key principle of the design is a 15m habitat buﬀer zone
between existing woodland features and the proposed development”. They
forget to mention that this has been imposed on them by Wealden and that
this zone would be fenced oﬀ and not accessible to the residents. If they
really wanted to be supportive of the community they could gift or sell this
unwanted agricultural land to the Community Land Trust or the Parish.
The Statement also claims that “The development will compliment the
surrounding existing dwellings” An examination of the Plan shows that this
is palpably not the case. The houses on South Street show what rural
housing should be like. Well spaced houses with large gardens. Comparing
these with the proposed development shows it for what it is: A dense cul de
sac of commuter homes that will produce the maximum profit for the
developer and landowner.
The Statement makes much of its Community Engagement but fails to report
that most of this engagement was met with negativity and hostility.
Paragraph 1.1 states the proposals Vision and claims that these homes are
“to fulfil the local need”. No assessment has established this local need and
it is definitively not for 74 homes in one development. There are currently
only 2 people on the register requiring social housing in this Parish. It
proposes that the residents will be able to access the local school ignoring
the reality that there are no places and the reality is that all new residents will
have to drive their children to other places. It fails to mention where these
new residents will work and the whole Application fails to take account of the
impact of building rural commuter estates on the road network.
The Statement summarises the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.
It boldly emphasises the lack of impact on the surrounding area and makes it
sound as if they are actually proposing improvements to the local views.
This summary makes no mention of the devastating impact on the residents
of South Street despite this being covered in the main Assessment. The
conclusion that “the identified permanent adverse landscape and visual
eﬀects are not at such a scale that they should be considered as significant

barriers to development of houses at this location”. This is wrong, the green
views and spaces surrounding this community are the most important part of
its character and heritage. They should not be lost.
Paragraph 2.2 covers Ecology and as usual it makes it sound as if they are
proposing to enhance the ecology of the site. This logic is deeply flawed. It
forgets to include mention of Croom Cottage Meadow SNCI. The Habitat
Survey is mentioned but not its shortcomings. The main criticism is that it
ignores the eﬀect of polluted run-oﬀ entering the watercourse and feeding
downstream into the River Cuckmere and Ancient Woodland.
Paragraph 2.5 covers local facilities and repeats the error of suggesting that
the local school will have places for new residents. It also states that there is
an hourly bus service which is wrong. There is an hourly bus service for one
route from about 7 am to 7 pm. Thus, there is no service in the evenings or
on Sundays. They include mention of the once a day 318 school bus and we
believe that this is misleading as it only runs once a day and can only be
used by school children.
Paragraph 2.6 covers Planning Context. It cites the emerging Wealden Local
Plan 2015 but seems not to have read the latest Draft that has been
submitted for Consultation prior to being put before the Planning Inspector.
They choose to ignore the new housing windfall allowance, development
boundaries and the policy relating to protection of SACs. It mentions the
importance of the emerging East Hoathly Neighbourhood Plan because they
think they have some support from the NP Steering Group but then state
that “it will be aﬀorded very limited weight” (then further on it contradicts this
by stating that “it cannot be given any weight”). It fails to mention it in this
section but elsewhere in the Application it states that the emerging Wealden
Local Plan is given limited or no weight. This is not true - it carries
increasing weight and is a material consideration in any planning application.
It carries increasing weight as it proceeds to adoption and indicates the
direction of travel. It should not be ignored and this Application should be
rejected on these grounds alone. They attempt to justify this Application on
the lack of a Five Year Land Supply under the 2013 Local Plan but ignore
that fact that the emerging Plan satisfies the Land Supply target.
Section 3 covers “Involvement”. It claims that attendees at the
Neighbourhood Plan events were generally supportive. This is not true.
They state that attendees wanted both the Bradford and Hesmonds sites to
go forward into the NP. This is not true. They make it sound as if they have
responded to the community by reducing the development to the South and
by providing aﬀordable housing. This is not true, these restrictions have
been imposed on them by Wealden (Kelvin Williams letter of 2016). When
the NP Steering Group was presented with their revised plans it listened

politely, asked questions and expressed no opinion. The developers
portrayal of this meeting as giving them support is wrong and it specifically
did not express a preference of development on this site.
Paragraph 4.2 shows the sloppiness of the Statement in that it states the
buﬀer zone is on the West of the site whereas it is on the East. The buﬀer
shown to the South is still potentially a development site. If the landowner
was genuine in the desire to not develop this part of the site then it should
be gifted to the Parish as a green space.
Paragraph 5.1 states that the Plan “has due regard to the emerging EH NP
and the emerging Wealden Local Plan.” It does not, it totally disregards the
Windfall Allowance of 48, the Development Boundary and the as yet
unwritten and undecided NP which must legally conform to the emerging
Wealden Local Plan.
Paragraph 5.2 makes great play of the green corridor and attenuation pond
being attractive features and suggests that they are part of the development
that would be accessible to the residents. The reality is that they will be
fenced oﬀ and not accessible and are a danger to young children. If they are
to remain as attractive as the pictures shown in the Design Statement then it
would cost the residents a significant service charge.
Paragraph 5.3 covers the mix of housing. Various parts of the Application
vary the building heights between 2 to 2.5 storeys. Wealden have expressed
a desire to see bungalows included in any development. Nowhere in the
Application does the applicant indicate how many would be bungalows. It
also makes much of the provision of green streets, green spaces and play
areas. All of this is desirable but would impose a maintenance cost on the
residents. There is no acknowledgement of this or costing estimates. These
costs would fall on the residents of any development and not the Parish.
Maintenance estimates should also include the ongoing refurbishment cost
when the play facilities/equipment requires replacement (the lifespan of
some of the equipment on the Sports Ground has been around 15 years).
Paragraph 6.1 claims that the track to the Sewage Works could provide
alternative emergency access to the site. This is a private access and no
such claim should be suggested without evidence that it is agreed by the
operator of the Works. It makes no mention of the Transport Assessment
and Road Safety Audit which both make significant recommendations in
criticism of the Plan.
Paragraph 6.4 details the parking spaces allocated to the site. These are the
minimum required by Wealden and are insuﬃcient for modern developments.
For example: a one bed apartment is allocated one space. Many of these

will be occupied by couples who will have 2 cars so one space is
inadequate. There is no capacity for motorcycle parking other than to use
car spaces. Many occupants may own a motorcycle in addition to a car.
There is no space for larger vehicles that are not uncommon in housing
developments. Many occupants have large vehicles used for their work and
the car spaces proposed are inadequate for this type of vehicle. The result
will be on street parking. The width of the roadways is the minimum required
by Wealden and does not allow safe parking and access for emergency or
refuse vehicles. The 318 School Bus is again cited as an asset without
pointing out its limitations, nor is the lack of evening or Sunday service for
the 54 Bus.
Paragraph 7.1 discusses Phasing of the proposal. It implies that this is a
matter for the Planners and the Developer. No suggestion is made that this
might be of importance to the communities needs and the constraints of the
NP.
Transport Assessment
In Paragraph 2.4 the Transport Assessment again fails to point out the
limitations of the bus services. It concludes that it is possible to travel to
Uckfield and Heathfield by cycle. It is not safe or credible to cycle these
routes during the peak periods and they should be made to prove this.
Paragraph 2.5.1 shows survey results of the daily number of vehicle
movements on South Street (476 going North and 445 going South). We
believe that this survey underestimates the situation.
Paragraph 2.6 covers accident data. It is outrageous that this does not
include the tragic loss of life that occurred on the A22 on Carnival Night
2017.
Paragraph 4.1.3 summarises the TRICS analysis showing 31/30 vehicles for
the Peak AM/PM travel times. This seems to be very low based on 74
homes and 160 car parking spaces. We believe that it does not take
account of the reality that most children will not find a place in the local
school, the bus route has limited destinations and most working people will
be commuting to work because there is no local employment. This would
significantly increase the TRICS figure of 31/30 vehicles. Appendix F shows
that of the 31 vehicles that it estimates will use the site entrance in the
morning peak 45 minutes, that 8 will be entering the site and 23 leaving the
site. It is unclear what the 8 vehicles are doing entering the site unless they
are delivery vehicles or returning night workers/revellers. If they are delivery
vehicles then they would also account for 8 of the 23 leaving the site. This

would put the number leaving the site to take children to school or to depart
for work at 15. We do not believe this is a credible finding.
Paragraph 4.2 covers the Traﬃc Impact and the model they use is a joke.
Appendix E shows that 94% of traﬃc emerging from the site would turn Left
onto South St and then at the A22 junction 76% of traﬃc coming from the
site would turn North onto the A22. No one in the village would be this
stupid. Turning right onto the A22 at this junction is often not possible and
rarely safe, in fact turning left at this junction is often so problematic that
many people going South on the A22 go via the Shaw Roundabout because
it is a safer and easier method of access. This error totally invalidates the
whole of the Traﬃc Impact Assessment and this should be redone before the
Application is considered. Irrespective of the error, their assessment ignores
the traﬃc turning Right out of the development and this also should have
been examined.
Paragraph 4.3.3 looks at the Site Access and includes many drawings
showing the swept path analysis of the entrance. It concludes that there
design is adequate. However, it is the bare minimum required and does not
allow the passing of 2 large vehicles at the entrance or within the site. Large
delivery vehicles for mail order goods and online shopping are increasingly
common in rural developments and when they encounter refuse vehicles
there is no room to pass. On street parking will exacerbate this problem.
Odour Assessment
The Odour Assessment surveyed the site and took odour measurements to
show that the Sewage Works has little impact on the site. However, the
opinions of the South Street residents were not sought as part of the
Assessment. They are the ones who live there all the time and the only
people who would have a proper perspective. It also fails to examine the
method of operation of the Sewage Works. It may be that on days when
solid waste is removed from the Works that the odour is worse or they may
have been occasions when accidents or overloading has caused spills or
discharges in to the watercourses. None of this was questioned in the
Assessment and these occurrences would have a significant eﬀect on
odours. The Odour Assessment essentially says that it didn’t smell too bad
on the day of the assessment so it must be okay all the time.
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
Paragraph 3.1.8 points out that under NPPF Paragraph 60 that “should place
substantial weight on the retention of local character and distinctiveness from
development proposals”. This proposal is glaringly diﬀerent from the homes
and gardens on South St and ruins the local character and distinctiveness. It

proposes a densely packed commuter cul-de-sac that it at odds with
traditional rural development.
Paragraphs 3.1.11 to 3.1.14 comment on the value of the Site and states “it
is not considered that the Site is a ‘valued landscape’…..and has no
demonstrable physical attributes”. These agricultural fields are part of the
intrinsic character and appeal of this rural community. It is contemptible to
propose the destruction of the green setting of the village.
The most significant impact on Visual perspective of the proposed
development is on the houses on South Street. This is finally addressed in a
single Paragraph - 5.4.3. It is disgracefully dismissive of the view of these
villagers and states “nobody has a right to a view in law”. This is
discourteous and generally summarises the whole approach of this
Application. At Paragraph 6.4 it assesses the Magnitude of the eﬀect of their
Plan on the residents of South Street as Major/Moderate yet in the Summary
at Paragraph 8.1.6 they have downgraded this to Moderate/Minor. The
reality is that these properties would see their outlook destroyed with no
consideration and no compensation.
Travel Plan
The Travel Plan repeats all the errors already pointed out about bus services,
cycling and the reality that the TRICS figures used do not account for the
real nature of travel from communities such as this (where the school is full
and there is no local employment). It states national guidance for cycle
distances and that the routes to Uckfield and Heathfield are relatively flat
therefore cycling is credible. No assessment is made of the traﬃc density
and speeds on the roads nor the safety risks of such journeys.
It includes a section on Travel Promotion that aims to promote cycling and
car sharing schemes. However, it suggests nothing about electric vehicle
charging points or schemes to get the evening/Sunday bus service
reinstated (particularly for our young people).
Habitat Documents
The Habitat Assessment falls into the usual trap of purporting to be
protective of biodiversity and in most cases claiming to enhance it. The
result is that any biodiversity identified is relocated, fenced into the
perimeters or graded as irrelevant and then built over. These assessments
are always based on an assumption that the development will go ahead and
therefore they always focus on mitigation. The best way to avoid damaging
the biodiversity is to not build on it. This is supported by Paragraph 6.2.5 of
the Habitat Survey Report which states “In the long term, the development of

the Site could result in a loss of the quantity, quality and diversity of habitats
on Site”. Our only argument with this is to replace “could” with “will”.
The Habitat Assessment includes an assessment of the impact on the
Ashdown Forest and Lewes Downs SACs and in the Summary states “that
the proposed development alone would have a negligible impact on air
quality”. This is wilfully ignoring the “in combination eﬀect” that the
Emerging Wealden Local Plan specifies and the fact that the transport
modelling only allows for 48 homes within MSOA 13 South.
Ecology Multi Species Report
The Ecology Multi Species Report is one of the better parts of the
Application, with one significant exception. The Survey for Great Crested
Newts (GCN) was inadequate and its conclusion that because no GCN were
found and because they incorrectly assessed the surrounding pond habitats
as not suitable for GCN, that no further survey work should be carried out
(Paragraph 1.2.2).
The GCN Survey only tested one pond and assessed the other 8
surrounding ponds (this is a significant underestimate as it ignores ponds in
domestic gardens). The method used for assessing the ponds was a desk
exercise using the Habitat Suitability Index (HSI). The limitations of this
study are quite clear and the developers of HSI clearly state that “It is not a
substitute for GCN surveys. These surveys have not been done.
One example of how poorly the ponds were assessed: The pond at the rear
of the churchyard was given a HSI score of 0.37 which makes it Poor
Suitability for GCN. However, the grading is based on a calculation based
on 10 factors all given a score that is then multiplied together and a tenth
root taken to give a HSI score. Grading one of the factors with a very low
score eﬀectively ruins the ponds status. The pond in the churchyard was
considered “likely to have poor water quality”. It was given a score of 0.01
out of 1. No reason was given for why they considered the water quality was
poor and no testing was done. It was also assessed as “thought to
frequently dry out” and thereby given a HSI score of 0.1. Village cricketers
spend many hours fishing balls out of this pond in the Summer - it never
drys out. These assessments eﬀectively ruled this pond out of
consideration. This pond is 350 metres from a known GCN breeding pond.
The primary fault with the HSI scores is that they were all took a pessimistic
view of the water levels and decided that most of the ponds “frequently dry
out”. This is a mistake, but irrespective of this, the key thing for GCN ponds
is that they are wet during the breeding season which is over by the time
some ponds are reduced in size after a very dry Summer.

Various Reptiles were identified on the Site and the typical developers
solution is to relocate them and then destroy their habitat. The Report does
recommend that a suitable habitat is created on Site for this. Paragraph
1.2.7 states in Bold that “The reptiles will need to be moved to, or
encouraged to use the habitat within the buﬀer zone BEFORE site
clearance, and the buﬀer zone will need to be in place and protected
THROUGHOUT construction. Habitat manipulation of areas needing to
be cleared of vegetation prior to construction”. We would prefer that the
presence of the Reptiles would veto the development altogether but if any
development goes ahead then this should be an absolute condition of any
approval. We would also want the buﬀer zone to be doubled in size to
provide more foraging and basking areas.
They also propose a second option of relocating the Reptiles oﬀ Site. We
wholly object to this proposal.
Utilities Report
The Utilities Report seems to have been a “cut and paste” exercise carried
out without any real eﬀort. It is based on a plan for 150 homes on the site
and at Appendix C1 shows the Site is on a map of Ripe !
The Southern Water sewer pipe that bisects the Site is not properly covered.
All the various Plans put forward by the developer have shown buildings over
this pipe. It would therefore need to be repositioned. There is also comment
that it is currently too shallow to be built on and this may also apply for
roadways and pavements. This has not been addressed by Southern Water
and no costing provided whereas this has been done for all other Utilities.
The re routing of the village sewage pipe would have an impact on the village
and a detailed plan and costings should be presented before any Application
is considered.
Planning Statement
The Planning Statement emphasises that it has Consulted with stakeholders
and states that the community and Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
support their Plans. This is not true.
At Paragraph 6.3 it claims that “The Neighbourhood Plan is currently in the
very early stages of preparation and therefore will be aﬀorded very limited
weight in the consideration of this application”. They cannot have it both
ways. The NP is either irrelevant or it is a cornerstone of their consultation
process. The NP must legally conform to the Wealden Local Plan so they

cannot disregard the Emerging Wealden Local Plan but support the
Emerging NP. The 2 plans are intrinsically linked.
At Paragraph 6.45 it claims that “Given that the Local Plan has not yet
undergone Regulation 19 consultation or been examined by an Inspector it is
not considered to carry any weight and is unlikely to do so before this
application is determined. As a result the policies in the emerging Local Plan
have not been included within this statement”. This is contrary to the
Wealden position in that the Emerging Wealden Local Plan does carry limited
and increasing weight, it is a material consideration in any planning
application and indicates a direction of travel. It has now completed its
Regulation 19 consultation and is about to proceed to the Inspector.
The developers dismissal of the Emerging Wealden Local Plan allows them
to ignore the housing Windfall Allocation of 48 for East Hoathly, the new
Development Boundary and the protection protocols put in place for the
local SACs. They have spent much time and ink justifying their plan on
policies that are history and that do not show the way forward for this
community. They claim to be considerate of the environment but are wilfully
ignoring the science that shows that building in excess of 48 homes in
MSOA 13 South in the period up to 2028 will damage the local SACs.
This Application is based on greed, not need and has virtually no support
within this community. The Application misrepresents the support it thinks it
has and should be withdrawn.
Under Sustainability at Paragraph 7.22 it claims that “the development of the
Site would oﬀer the opportunity for significant ecological enhancements to
be delivered”. It is incredible that they believe that building over the
countryside enhances the ecology.
Paragraph 7.33 states that the Visual Impact would be Minor, Negligible or
None whereas in the main Report it states the impact on the South St
residents would be Major/Moderate. The Planning Statement makes no
mention of the eﬀect that this Application will have on the residents of South
St.
Paragraph 7.68 glibly states that its own HRA has concluded that “the
development would not have a detrimental impact on the integrity of the
Ashdown Forest”. That is because their HRA is inadequate and wrong.
They have disregarded the science carried out by Wealden in the Emerging
Wealden Local Plan and the transport modelling that clearly shows the
impact of “in combination eﬀects” of developments in the District. The
transport modelling has shown that East Hoathly can only sustain 48 homes
up to 2028 without damaging the local SACs.

The Planning Statement makes no mention in its Highways section of the
impact of the additional traﬃc onto the A22. This is a huge local problem
(irrespective of the pollutions to the SACs) and has been totally disregarded.
Ignoring known local issues such as this devalues the the whole Application.
It modelled that 76% of the traﬃc leaving the site would turn North on the
A22 from the South St junction. This is clearly a nonsense to anyone who
lives in the local area. It underestimates the amount of traﬃc that would flow
onto the A22 and has not taken account of the local reality that the local
schools are full and there are no jobs in the Parish so that a disproportionate
number of the new residents would be forced to join the congestion on the
A22 to get to work and school.
Paragraph 9.4 states that the Plans presented to the Local Community and
NP Working Group were relatively well received. This is not true and does
not reflect the hostility and anger in the community over this Application.
Summary
This Application is deeply flawed and cynical. The Application fails to
comply with the requirements of NPPF 2012 and NPPF 2018 to provide a
sustainable development, provide adequate school places, limit additional
travel or provide a good example of “sympathetic” design. It disregards the
Emerging Wealden Local Plan and ignores the impact that this development
would have on the Lewes Downs and Ashdown Forest SACs. It ignores the
Development Boundary and the Windfall Allowance. It proposes housing
that is not needed by this community and cannot be sustained. There is no
space in the school and no local jobs. It would devastate the green rural
setting of this part of the village and cause unacceptable pollution in the runoﬀ though the Sewage Treatment plant and into the Cuckmere River
tributaries and through Ancient Woodland. It underestimates the amount of
additional traﬃc that would be forced onto the already congested A22. It
claims to have the support of the community and the Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group. This is not true and the Application should be rejected.

